NEWHAVEN PARISH
Finance and buildings

Finances
Income
Expenditure
Surplus/Deficit

Closing cash balance

2017

2018

2019

2020
To August

£56,480
-£52,581

£40,813
-£48,964

£19,250
-£25,492

£5,995
-£9,275

£3,899

-£8,151

-£6,242

-£3,280

£19,046

£10,895

£4,654

£1,374

Buildings and Projects:
2016 quinquennial
Total works: £47,305
Church and presbytery and grounds £27,895
Hall £16,520
Flat £2,890
Of which Urgent works £12,835:
Church and presbytery and grounds £5,960: pointing, brick work,
storm repairs, rear wall
Hall £5,445: doors, timber fascias
Flat £1,700: investigate leaks, inspect services, refurbish bathroom

Property works carried out: 2017 and 2018
Pebbles Nursery Building:


New heating system:

£3,500



New fire doors:

£2,900



Asbestos removal (external fascia)

£14,000



New soffits and fascia

£3,500

Total expenditure: £23,900

£4,500

Total expenditure: £4,500

Rental Flat:


Redecoration, new cooker, new carpets:

Church building / House:


New windows:

£8,500



Updating security system:

£900



Roof / guttering

£600 (excess only – insurance covered)
Total expenditure: £10,000

Overall total expenditure £38,400

2020 Update
◦ To assist in considering the future of the buildings a new
condition survey was undertaken
◦ Following the works in 2017/2018 it was noted that the
Nursery and Rear Flat were now in reasonable condition
◦ Serious concerns were raised regarding the condition of
the Presbytery and Church
◦ A complete external maintenance project was
recommended with scaffolding
◦ Concerns were raised relating to gas safety in the church
◦ Grounds works were also highlighted, as a wall was
collapsing

2020 Update
◦ Pebbles nursery
moved to new
premises in August
2020
◦ The rear boundary
wall has collapsed
and needs more
robust fencing – est
cost £1,500
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Sacred Heart in Newhaven consists of a Church, Presbytery, rear Flat and
detached Nursery. These are positioned upon sloping grounds, up from the
River Ouse.
The Presbytery and Church are in need of external maintenance. Typical repairs
being required, these buildings are ‘at the cusp’ of falling into significant
disrepair. A complete external maintenance project is recommended with
scaffolding.
Overall, the Nursery and Rear Flat are in reasonable condition. Significant
works are not mandatory here.
A summary (not an exhaustive list) of some more adverse/urgent works in this
Report include:-

The Presbytery & Church


Rear Projection Flat Roof:- We suspect water is entering through the
Presbytery’s rear projection flat roof (reference photo 91). Closer
inspection is needed for full assessment. A flat roofing paint could be
applied (e.g. using Acrypol) – this to help seal any small splits. All
flashings and roof junctions must also be sealed/repaired.



Presbytery’s External Walls:- The external walls are in poor
condition – brick surfaces are spalled, render cracked in numerous
areas (photo’s 17, 113, 118, etc). Again, this is allowing water to pass
internally. Large sections of brickwork/pointing and render will need
to be replaced; re-decoration must also occur. Extensive repair works
with scaffold access must take place. All works will help prevent
internal damp penetration and consequential defects.



Church’s Window Putties:- Putties within the Church’s south
elevation windows are defective (photo’s 33 and 34). These must be
entirely replaced using an appropriate linseed oil. The leaded glass
could become loose otherwise, as well as allow water ingress.



Gutters/Gulleys:- We suspect rainwater is able to spill over some
gutters, notably within the Presbytery’s rear courtyard area.
Furthermore, some gutters were storing water (instead of discharging
it). Overhaul and water testing of the gutters, drainage routes, gulleys
is required. With new clip fixings, adjusted gradient, trims applied to
suitably direct water, etc.



External Window/Door Reveals:- Water is presently entering around
the window and door reveals, particularly to the rear. The external
mastic sealant needs replacement. The wall reveals must also be
repaired and window sills kept in good condition. Such works are
relatively easy to implement and will help prevent water passing
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through these vulnerable gaps. Ongoing repairs are anticipated within
this rather exposed location.


Church Gas Feed:- The gas pipe serving the Church is severely
corroded (running along the south façade, photo’s 28 and 31). This
must be prepared and a suitable Denso tape applied. The corrosion
could lead to a gas leak otherwise and the entire section of pipework
needing replacement. Indeed, closer inspection could result in its
decision for entire replacement.



Below Ground Drains:- The Presbytery’s front below ground
inspection chamber is blocked with debris – this must immediately be
cleared to enable effective discharge into the sewer (photo G58). At the
same time it is prudent a CCTV camera survey is undertaken to fully
assess the below ground drains.

Rear Flat


Services/Appliances:- Ideally a new kitchen and bathroom should be
installed, as well as a replacement WC. The existing being dated, with
a noisy WC, carpet within the bathroom, no shower, basic kitchen
facilities, etc. Although, existing matters are no doubt tolerable. Mastic
sealant must immediately be replaced around the bath.



Electrics:- Electrical safety improvements must be instigated e.g.
conceal loose cables with protective trunking; remove the basic light
fitting within the kitchen. An NICEIC Test is recommended if not
undertaken within the last 5 years.



Fire Alarm:- A mains linked fire alarm must be installed throughout
this Flat (ideally in each room and all interlinked). A heat detector
must also immediately be installed within the kitchen. We suspect the
occupant smokes. The existing means of escape is also through the
high risk kitchen – this would not be permissible as it would create a
blockade in order to get to safety (the kitchen being the most common
place for a fire).

The Nursery


Gutters:- An absent section of guttering must immediately be replaced
– this located on the south-west corner of the Nursery.



Condensation:- Some surfaces are affected by condensation. This is
causing fraying and mould growth (notably in the rear quiet rooms,
photo N70). Preparation, bleach and re-decoration is required. A
condensation resistant paint should be used. Where possible, good
ventilation and heating must be maintained within the nursery.



Appliances:- The appliances/taps and WC’s are dated. This includes
the hot water supplies. Ideally all should be replaced to improve the
use of this building.
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The Grounds


Retaining Garden Walls/Boundaries:- Monitoring for further
movement to the various retaining walls must take place. It is possible
engineering brick piers will need to be built to help brace the retaining
walls (particularly to the rear). Matters must be kept under review.
Nevertheless, works are not presently considered mandatory. In
addition, hopefully the land itself is predominately of chalk formation.
A neighbouring development to the north provides great insight into
the topography. Note a significant chalk layer being formed – this can
be argued as providing a relatively strong natural retaining wall
(photo’s G54 and G55).

The Estate was constructed many years ago and therefore will not comply with
modern regulations and standards in numerous respects. You should be
prepared to accept the cost and inconvenience of dealing with the
maintenance/repair work reported.
Access to undertake maintenance works will be somewhat expensive –
planned preventative works must therefore be instigated whilst access is
available (this will somewhat increase costs of a project from the estimates
provided). Furthermore, there is a likelihood of unforeseen works, particularly
during opening up etc. This must be budgeted for. Most of the defects are
though typical in buildings of this age and construction type.
Tests upon all services should be implemented and, where possible, works
covered by a transferable guarantee.
Should you need any further assistance or additional clarification, please do
not hesitate to contact us.
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Indicative costs for mandatory works
The Church, Presbytery & Rear Flat
Heading
(Please refer to Report for
documentation of these works)

1)
Works
Recommended
Within 0-12 Months
(£)

2)
Works
Recommended
Within 12-24
Months
(£)

3)
Works
Recommended
Within 3-5 Years
(£)

Exterior
Access/Scaffolding
(provisional sum)
Roofs

£15,000
£4,000

-

-

Elevation Walls

-

£2,000

£40,000

Chimney Stacks

-

-

-

External Joinery

£3,500

£10,000

-

Rainwater/Drainage Goods

£5,000

£2,500

-

£300

-

£12,000

Roof Spaces

-

-

-

Ceilings

-

-

-

Internal Walls & Partitions

-

-

-

Floors

-

-

-

Internal Joinery

-

-

-

Internal Decorations

-

-

£10,000

£30

-

-

SUM

£12,830

£14,500

£62,000

VAT 20%

£2,566

£2,900

£12,400

TOTAL

£15,396

£17,400

£74,400

External Decorations
Interior

Appliances

OVERALL
TOTAL (inc VAT)

£122,196

including access provisional
sum
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External Grounds
1)
Works
Recommended
Within 0-12
Months
(£)

2)
Works
Recommended
Within 12-24
Months
(£)

3)
Works
Recommended
Within 3-5 Years
(£)

-

£1,000

-

£1,000

£3,000

-

SUM

£1,000

£3,000

£0

VAT 20%

£200

£600

£0

TOTAL

£1,200

£3,600

£0

Heading
(Please refer to Report for
documentation of these works)

Outbuildings
The Site and Boundaries

OVERALL TOTAL

£4,800

(inc VAT)
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